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Behaviour resources
Behaviour management: parents
A short video guide explaining the importance of building a
relationship with parents before bad behaviour becomes an issue.
Teachers TV: Dealing with parents
This video offers practical advice to teachers and admin staff
dealing with angry or upset parents.
Talking to parents
Top tips and guidance on how to ensure parents are your allies
when issues arise.
Difficult parents
Strategies from TES behaviour adviser Tom Bennett to help get
parents onside.
Working with parents
A series of points to consider the importance of parents and how
they can be used to tackle issues in the classroom.
Parents' evening discussion form
Use this proforma at parents' evening to save time and ensure
discussions with parents are recorded clearly.
Parents' evening templates
These time-saving parents' evening record sheet templates can be
easily adapted to suit different stages and subjects.
Assembly
Encourage students to reflect on goals and think about future
targets with this post-parents' evening assembly plan.
Interim reports
A set of comprehensive, time-saving record sheets for
communicating pupils' progress to parents.
Get more advice from Tom in the TES Behaviour forum

TES magazine
Strike a balance with challenging parents
Whether blasé or pushy, they can be an unsettling influence. Turn
things around by offering reassurance and reinforcing the rules.
Soul-destroying disruption
A new teacher explains how they dealt with a class with on-going
low level behaviour issues.
When chaos reigns, fear can be your friend
The 'big beasts' of the staffroom can strike terror into the heart of
any student. Used sparingly, they are an invaluable resource.

Top 10 classroom
management resources
1. SEN strategy banks
2. Countdown timers
3. Behaviour management tips
4. Visual timer
5. EAL toolkit
6. Seating plan advice
7. Behaviour ladder
8. Marbles timer
9. Reward charts
10. Class rules template

What teachers are talking about
Why do pupils choose to misbehave?
Add your contribution to this discussion of the factors that influence
behaviour.
No consequences for rule-breaking
Teachers share advice on dealing with a pupil who dodges
detentions.
Behaviour struggle at new school
This teacher has nine years’ experience but feels out of their depth
with a challenging Year 9 class

